Handling library materials at home

We advise that after arriving home you quarantine the borrowed library materials and only start using them according to the instructions below, depending on the material of the cover (after three to seven days).

In the case of ordering books by mail we advise you to quarantine the unopened package for three days and then proceed accordingly.

If the materials are exclusively made of paper and cardboard, you can use it after three days. However, if it is plasticized or protected (wrapped) with plastic material, wipe it thoroughly with disinfectant and let it dry or let the material stand for another four days (i.e. a total of seven days). After this, you can use the library materials safely.

When handling the package or borrowed library materials before the seven days have passed, be careful not to touch your face (particularly the eyes, nose and mouth) and always wash or disinfect your hands thoroughly after handling.